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Construction work often involves moving materials and
people to areas that are not easily accessible. In such
instances, material hoists, personnel hoists, and elevators
do a great job of transporting people and materials from
floor to floor. You may call it a man lift, a buck hoist, a
temporary elevator, or a skip, but a hoist is just another
tool that helps us get the job done. Hoists can save a lot of
time and effort, but there is no free lunch—they also
present serious safety hazards. Let’s learn about those
hazards so we can avoid injuries!

Here are a few safety issues to consider when it comes
to using a hoist to move people and materials:

• Hoists should only be operated by qualified and
authorized operators. 

• Hoist operators should follow the manufacturer’s
recommendations. Failure to do so could cause
an accident or damage to property or the hoist.  

• Don’t exceed the safe load limit of any hoist. 

• Before you step onto any hoist, check that you
have all the PPE, equipment, and tools you'll need
for your shift. 

• When you ride in a hoist, don’t stick your 
fingers in the cage openings, even to hang on.
Doing so is a good way to lose a finger or two.  

• Never stick your head into an elevator shaft to see
where the hoist is, or for any other reason. You
could be decapitated.

• Before you work under a hoist, make sure that
you have locked out the hoist car. Otherwise, it
could come down and crush you. 

• When installing a hoist, first install a physical 
barrier around the hoist area to prevent anyone
from entering this space.

• When entering and exiting a hoist, watch for 
tripping hazards since the hoist car may stop 
a little above, or a little below the landing.

• If the hoist car is equipped with a metal drop
plate to be used for loading and unloading pallet
jacks or rolling carts, watch your toes and fingers;
they can be pinched or crushed as the plate is
lowered and raised. 

• Never ride on material hoists unless you’re a 
qualified person and you’re conducting an
inspection or doing maintenance. 

• Keep a fire extinguisher inside the hoist in case a
fire breaks out. 

As with any other tool, use a hoist properly and keep your
hands and fingers away from moving parts. Once you’re in
the lift and it’s moving up the side of the building, be sure to
take a moment to enjoy the view!

SAFETY REMINDER

Inspect fall arrest equipment daily, especially the ropes.
The older a rope is and the more use it gets, the more
important daily testing and inspection become.

Personnel Hoists
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You can’t always prevent emergency situations.
Fortunately, you can prepare for them, and learn the best
ways to respond to the kinds of emergencies that are most
likely to occur on the jobsite. Emergency drills are an
important part of preparing yourself to respond quickly,
safely, and calmly if an emergency occurs.

Emergency drills are good opportunities to evaluate whether
or not the emergency plan is effective. Drills can show us
how to improve the plan. And drills give you a chance to
learn the best way for you to respond to an emergency
without the pressure of trying to survive. On a jobsite, 
evacuation routes may change on a daily basis. Regular drills
help you absorb the information you’ll need in order to stay
safe during the chaos and stress of an emergency. 

Drills should be taken seriously, and you should participate
fully. Don’t make jokes or horse around. If you have a
businesslike attitude during a drill, you may prevent
confusion, injuries, and fatalities during a real emergency. 

We use drills to simulate an evacuation, a fire, a lock-down,
extreme weather, or a natural disaster. After the drill,
consider what you did well and what you can do to improve.
Here are some questions to ask: 

• Did you execute the emergency procedures
properly and as planned?

• Could you find exit (or egress) routes easily?

• Did you know where the assembly point was?

• Did emergency alarms turn on, and did they
sound like you expected them to sound?

• Did you take the best evacuation route out of 
the building?

• If your original evacuation route had been
blocked, what alternate route could you have
taken? And, if your route was blocked by building
materials, where could those materials be stored
so they don’t block the route?

• Is there something that you forgot how to do, or
that tripped you up—literally or figuratively?

• Was communication clear and easy to 
understand during the drill?

Your employer may include local emergency responders
such as fire and police departments, HAZMAT teams, or
other organizations in your drills. It’s useful to talk with them
and coordinate emergency plans so everyone knows what
to expect in an emergency. 

Proper planning before an emergency is critically necessary
for you to respond effectively. When an emergency occurs,
you need to have the necessary equipment, know what to
do, and know where to go. Knowledge and practice prevent
panic, tunnel vision, and fatalities.

SAFETY REMINDER

As you go about your day, take time to check that
emergency exits open easily and aren’t blocked.

Emergency Drills
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Lockout/tagout (LOTO) procedures are in place to keep you
safe. When you lock out an energy source, you’re not just
unplugging a power tool. Rather, you’re controlling the
energy that provides power to a machine or a system so
that the machine or system is unable to start and unable to
release stored energy that could cause an accident, injury,
or fatality.

Generally, we think of energy as electrical, but there are
many other sources of energy that power the machines
and systems we work with and around. When you think of
controlling energy sources, you need to consider different
kinds of energy including: Kinetic energy created by the
moving parts of mechanical systems. Potential energy
stored in springs, pressure vessels, and hydraulic or
pneumatic systems. Electrical energy from generated
electrical power, static sources, or electricity stored in
batteries or capacitors. Thermal energy (high or low
temperatures) from mechanical work, radiation, electrical
resistance, and heating or cooling systems.

An isolating device is a switch, breaker, valve, brace, block,
etc., that physically separates the energy source from the
equipment being worked on, or physically prevents the
energy from affecting the equipment. A lockout device
keeps the isolating device in a safe or “off” position. It
includes a physical lock like a padlock. The worker whose life
is on the line has the only key. Tagout devices are prominent
warning devices attached to isolating devices. They provide
a warning, but do not prevent re-energizing the machine.

Make sure you are familiar with the specifics of your LOTO
program. Most LOTO protocols include steps like these: 

Notify everyone who might be affected, including
other trades and subcontractors. 

Locate all the energy sources. Always look for 
hidden sources. Each power source should have
its own lockout procedure. De-energizing may
involve flipping a switch, pulling a plug, closing
a valve, bleeding a line, blocking a pipe, waiting
for a system to cool down, or a combination of
several actions. 

Verify the lockout by trying to restart the
machine. Make sure that the machine or 
equipment is incapable of accidental start-up. 

Install your lock or locks. 

Perform the maintenance, service work, etc.

Clear all personnel, tools, and materials from
the work area. 

Inform all affected workers that the equipment
is coming back online. 

Remove your lock and restart the equipment.

OSHA requires any equipment that could cause bodily
harm to be locked out whenever someone constructs,
installs, inspects, services, or modifies that equipment.

SAFETY REMINDER

Never use someone else’s lock. Never lend yours.

LOTO
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Abrasive wheels are mostly used to grind down or cut
through metals and other materials. We use them in the
construction industry for tasks like fitting pipe together,
sharpening blades, grinding floors, and cutting stone, brick,
and concrete. We also use them in bench grinders, side
grinders, and sometimes chop saws. Be aware that abrasive
cutting and grinding tools have some unique hazards that
you need to understand.

When you use a tool or machine with an abrasive wheel,
remember these considerations:

Excessive Noise: You can suffer hearing loss if you don’t
wear hearing protection. 

Struck-by Hazards: You can be struck by particles or
pieces of the object you are grinding or cutting. Wear PPE
that protects your face and body from harm.

Respiratory Hazards: You can suffer respiratory illnesses
from inhaling dust created by cutting and grinding. Use wet
cutting methods to minimize dust. Wear a respirator to
protect your lungs. Work in an area that has good ventilation.

Eye Injuries: Eyes can be easily hurt by flying particles.
Wear safety glasses with side shields or goggles to protect
your eyes from flying chips, dust, and from chunks of the
wheel if it disintegrates.

Caught-in Hazards: You can be injured when a body part
gets caught in moving parts. When you are using a grinder:
don’t wear jewelry, tie back long hair, and keep hands and
clothes away from rotating parts.

Before you use a grinder, do a “ring test” to make sure the
grinding wheel you are about to use is safe. Don’t use
wheels that sound dull when you ring-test them. Doing so
may cause you or a co-worker to be severely injured. Never
use a grinding wheel that has been dropped or appears to
be damaged. Along with the ring test, visually inspect all
abrasive wheels before mounting them on the grinder.
Look for any signs of damage. Make sure the tool speed
does not exceed the maximum operating speed printed on
the grinding wheel, disc, or blade.

The distance between the work rest and the face of the
wheel should be 1/8th of an inch or less. Don’t use dirty,
nicked, warped, or sprung mounting flanges. Never grind
or cut material for which the wheel is not designed. Keep
blade guards in place. Always maintain a firm grip on the
grinder so you’re prepared for unexpected movement in
case the wheel binds or kicks back.

When you use portable grinders or saws, watch out for
those near you. Your sparks, chips, and dust may travel
farther than you expect. Don’t grind where combustibles
and flammables are stored. Don’t let someone stand
directly in front of you when you’re grinding. 

SAFETY REMINDER

If you use gasoline chop saws, be sure you have enough
ventilation. And never refuel a hot saw. Let it cool
down so you don’t cause a flash fire or explosion.

Abrasive Wheels
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